
Marine Products
30 Ampere, 125 Volt
2 Pole 3 Wire
Ship-to-Shore Devices
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30A 125V Ship-to-Shore Devices
Description Catalog Numbers
Stylized UV resistant non-metallic shore power inlet has white HBL303NM
Centrex cover which makes unit weatherproof when completely
closed. Interior has easy-to-wire terminations and is transparent for
quick and easy visual inspection. Mounting holes are 23/s" (60.3)
on centers and match existing mounting patterns. Mounting screws
and gasket included. Protective rear enclosure/strain relief also included.
Stylized type 316 stainless steel shore power inlet has easy to use HBL303SSBL
push-button latch that makes unit watertight when fully engaged.
Interior has easy-to-wire terminations and is transparent for quick
and easy visual inspection. Mounting holes are 23/a" (60.3) on
centers and match existing mounting patterns. Mounting screws
and gasket included. Protective rear enclosure/strain relief also included.______
Traditional, metallic shore power inlet has new easy-to-wire HBL303SS
terminations. Interior is transparent for quick and easy visual
inspection. Interior is shielded from the elements by a gasketed,
self-closing cover, watertight when cover is screwed in place.
Mounting holes are 23/s" (60.3) on centers. Mounting screws and
gasket included. Protective rear enclosure/strain relief also included.________
Protective rear cover. Fits all inlets except 50A metallic series. SR3050
Secures to back of inlets with 3 screws which are provided.

HBL303NM
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Replacement interior for #HBL303SS and #60CM61
shore power inlets.

HBL303INT

Nickel plated brass adapter plate for mounting chrome plated HBL60CM75
brass shore power inlets to FS/FD box._______________________
Metallic power outlet has gasketed, self-closing cover, watertight HBL303SSO
when cover is screwed in place. Mounting holes are 23/a" (60.3)
on centers. Mounting screws and gasket included.
'Not shown.

30A 125V Traditional Metallic Inlets

HBL303SSBL
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HBL303SS

Base and cover are metallic
for strength and corrosion
resistance.

Selt-closing cover assures
the interior is shielded from
the elements when
the inlet is not in use.

Neoprene gasket on
underside of cover.
For sealing when the
cover is closed.

Contact blades are
nickel plated brass
for corrosion
resistance.

Threaded base for making a /
watertight seal. When in
use, it mates to the threaded
ring of the weatherproof
cover on the connector
body. When not in use. it
mates to the threaded cover.

New, easy-to-wire in-
terior is transparent for
quick, visual inspection
of terminations and
high-heat resistance.

Contacts are nickel
plated brass for
corrosion resistance.

New easy-to-wire interior
is transparent for quick,
visual inspection of
terminations.

#SR3050 protective
rear enclosure cap
attaches to contact
carrier with 3 screws.

SR3050

Three screws "lock-in" the
interior once it is in place.

HBL303SSO
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Marineproducts
Stylized Line of Shore Power Inlets
Contemporary Styling — Hubbell Quality

30 Amp Interior

Fits most mounting
patterns.

Contacts are nickel
plated brass for
corrosion resistance.

New easy-to-wire interior
is transparent for quick,
visual inspection of
terminations.

Includes #SR3050
protective rear enclosure
cap attaches to contact
carrier with 3 screws.

50 Amp Interior
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Thermoset contact
carrier is arcing and
heat resistant.

Notched contact carrier
enables wiring of
interior while in place.

• Pressure screw
terminals for secure
terminations - clearly
marked for easy
identification.

Optional #SR3050
protective rear enclosure
cap attaches to contact
carrier with 3 screws.
Fits most mounting
patterns.

Take advantage of these contemporary shore power inlets - in either
rugged thermoplastic or corrosion resistant stainless steel - to add the
finishing touch to a boat going into production or to modernize a boat
that's seen many seasons of use. Both the gleaming, white Centrex®
non-metallic models and the brushed, type 316 stainless steel models
offer the same features. For starters, you'll be glad to hear that these
Hubbell shore power inlets install as easy as 1-2-3 and match most
mounting patterns available. Then you'll discover that they have a lot of
built-in extras like a friction-tight cover that automatically holds the
cover open while inserting the cable set. Plus, you'll find inside a
genuine Hubbell wiring device with all of the quality characteristics that
have made Hubbell the marine electrical products leader. What's more,
you can complement these stylish devices with phone and TV inlets for
a complete family.
Stylized Watertight Stainless Steel Shore Power Inlet Series
• #316 stainless steel for corrosion resistance.
• Does not require screwing down of cover for water resistance.
• Fully watertight when locked closed to comply with ABYC recommendations

(E-8.21).

Stylized Weatherproof Non-Metallic Shore Power Inlet Series
• Centrex non-metallic cover is specifically designed for outdoor use with

outstanding UV resistance, impact resistance and weatherability.
• Meets ABYC (E-8.21) recommendations for inlets installed in weatherproof

areas.
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Centrex® is a registered trademark of Monsanto; Rynite is a trademark of E. I. DuPont.
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